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KordsKontrol
Main functionalities
KordsKontrol acts as an interface between your compatible MIDI controller and your DAW virtual instruments
or hardware instrument with MIDI capabilities
It is the ultimate tool for Chords progression and Arpeggios construction
Additionally, it comprises a zero latency 16 MIDI channels performance mode for studio or live use
KordsKontrol is entirely coded in Java. Development started in 2012.
KordsKontrol is a total recall software: when you open it, you find it in the exact state you have left it (Full
version only)
Its settings can be adjusted trough a simple editable text file
The Chords progressions and Arpeggios are saved in external files, that can be shared with the users
community (Full version only)
The communication with DAW may require a virtual midi port installed
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Korg padKONTROL MIDI ports
On MAC OS, the CoreMIDI4J version of the MIDI ports needs to be used (see p53)
When padKONTROL USB drivers are installed your computer, the following MIDI ports appear:

Listed as Computer MIDI IN ports

Listed as Computer MIDI OUT ports
padKONTROL,
padKONTROL MIDI OUT

padKONTROL,
padKONTROL MIDI IN

The data sent out on this port is directed
to the physical MIDI OUT port located
on the rear panel of the controller
MIDIOUT2 (padKONTROL),
padKONTROL (1) CTRL

toCT

The data sent out on this port comes
from the physical MIDI IN port located
on the rear panel of the controller

Korg padKONTROL

fromCT

MIDIIN2 (padKONTROL),
padKONTROL (1) PORT A

When placed in Native mode, the
padKONTROL transmits sysex information
related to each button, pad, knob
or encoder actions on this port.
Otherwhise, it is the Controller port A OUT

The sysex data sent out on this port is used
to control the padKONTROL LEDS and
LCD in Native mode

Controller

MIDIIN3 (padKONTROL),
padKONTROL (1) PORT B
When placed in Native mode, the controller keeps
sending regual MIDI out on this port

Otherwhise, it is the Controller port B OUT

USB MIDI ports used by KordsKontrol to communicate with padKONTROL in Native mode
USB MIDI ports linked to the controller physical MIDI ports located on the controller rear panel
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Native Instruments Maschine MIDI ports
The controller needs to be placed in MIDI mode
and the KordsKontrol template has to be loaded
When Maschine USB drivers are installed your computer, the following MIDI ports appear:
Listed as Computer MIDI OUT ports

Listed as Computer MIDI IN ports
The Maschine MIDI physical MIDI IN
port(s) may appear here

The Maschine MIDI physical MIDI OUT
port(s) may appear here

Midi Input port 0,
Maschine Studio In…

Midi Output port 0,
Maschine Studio Out 1,2,3, …

The MIDI data sent out on
this port is used to control
the Maschine LEDS

toCT

Maschine mk I:

fromCT

NI Maschine

Maschine Controller Out,
Maschine Controller Virtual Output

When placed in MIDI
mode, Maschine
transmits MIDI notes and
CC messages on this port

Maschine mk I:
Maschine Controller In,
Maschine Controller Virtual Input

Maschine mk II:

Maschine mk II:

Maschine MK2 Out

Maschine MK2 In

…

Controller

If needed, you can edit manually
the port names in the settings.ini file

…
If needed, you can edit manually
the port names in the settings.ini file

USB MIDI ports used by KordsKontrol to communicate with Maschine in MIDI mode
USB MIDI ports linked to the controller physical MIDI ports located on the controller rear panel
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WARNING

In all the following MIDI setup described hereafter where a loopback is settled, either virtually
between a Virtual MIDI cable output port and input port, or physicaly with a real MIDI cable
between a Hardware MIDI device output and input port, always make sure that no part of the
routing settings in place in your system will direct the input MIDI signal back on the output.

That would lead to infinite loops of MIDI messages between I/O, causing possible System crash,
MIDI buses overload, Hardware devices excessive heat, damage, etc...
Destination

MIDI interface
OUT

IN

Loopback cable
Destination

Virtual MIDI cable
OUT

IN

OUT

IN

Looback virtual cable
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Using KordsKontrol with
virtual instruments
Using Virtual MIDI cable (see p52-53)

USB MIDI
fromCT*
toCT*
toOUT
Name of the Virtual MIDI cable OUT

Korg padKONTROL
(native mode)

NI Maschine
(MIDI mode)

Virtual MIDI cable

DAW
The notes arrives in your
DAW coming from the Virtual
MIDI cable IN

Controller

Computer

*Always ensure that no application on your computer is using this port before launching KordsKontrol
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Using KordsKontrol with
virtual instruments
Using a MIDI interface

USB MIDI
fromCT*

toCT*
toOUT
Name of your interface MIDI OUT port

Korg padKONTROL
(native mode)

NI Maschine
(MIDI mode)

Controller

MIDI interface
OUT

real cable

MIDI interface
IN

DAW
The notes arrives in your
DAW coming from your
MIDI Interface IN

Computer

*Always ensure that no application on your computer is using this port before launching KordsKontrol
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Using the padKONTROL
physical MIDI ports
with virtual instruments

When placed in Native mode, the physical MIDI IN and OUT ports of the padKONTROL
controller are still working! So, even if you dont’have any MIDI interface, you can direct
toOUT direclty to the controller physical OUT port located on the rear panel
And then, with a real MIDI cable, to the controller MIDI IN port, that you wil select as a
MIDI input in your DAW

DAW
The notes arrives in your
DAW coming from the
padKONTROL IN MIDI port
real cable
Controller physical IN MIDI port

Controller physical OUT MIDI port

toOUT
padKONTROL

Controller
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Using KordsKontrol with
external hardware device

USB MIDI
fromCT*

toCT*
toOUT
MIDI interface OUT port name
(connected to an external harware
instrument input via a MIDI cable)

Korg padKONTROL
(native mode)

OR
External harware instrument
USB MIDI IN port name (if any)

NI Maschine
(MIDI mode)

Hardware MIDI device
Controller

Synth, Expander, …

*Always ensure that no application on your computer is using this port before launching KordsKontrol
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Using the padKONTROL
physical MIDI ports

When placed in Native mode, the physical MIDI IN and OUT ports of the padKONTROL
controller are still working! So, even if you dont’have any MIDI interface, you can direct
toOUT direclty to the controller physical OUT port located on the rear panel

with external MIDI device

And then, with a MIDI cable, to your external Hardware device

Controller physical OUT MIDI port

toOUT
padKONTROL

Controller

External harware instrument MIDI IN

Hardware MIDI device
Synth, Expander, …
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Maschine Controllers MIDI Map
User Guide
reference

Controller Editor
reference

2 (encoder)

CC87 (63 - / 65 +)

3

CC2

4

CC11 – CC12

5

CC15

6

CC3

7

CC4

8

CC5

9

CC6

10

CC7

11

CC8

12

CC13 – CC14

13 (knobs)

CC21 – CC22

14

CC0

15

CC1

16

CC9

17

CC10

18

CC18

19

CC17

20

CC16

Foot switch (FS)

CC90

This MIDI Map can be used:
- To modify the Machine templates if you wand to custom the
buttons layout
- To create customer templates for any other compatible MIDI
controller

C-1
(12)

C#-1
(13)

D-1
(14)

D#-1
(15)

G#-2
(8)

A-2
(9)

A#-2
(10)

B-2
(11)

21
E-2
(4)

F-2
(5)

F#-2
(6)

G-2
(7)

C-2
(0)

C#-2
(1)

D-2
(2)

D#-2
(3)
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User guide references

Korg padKONTROL

F
S

1

12

13

12

13

14

2
3

15
4

4

5
16

6

7

8

9

10

11

17
21

18
22

19
20
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User guide references

Native Instruments MASCHINE mk I
1

12

12

2

2

13

11

13

3

14
15
6

7

5
16

9

10

8

21
17
18

4

4

19
20

14

User guide references

Native Instruments MASCHINE MIKRO mk I & mk II
1

12

12

6

11
3
14
2
15
16
5

21

17
9

10

7

8
18
19

4

4
20

15

User guide references

Native Instruments MASCHINE mk II
1

12

12

13

11

2

13

3

14
4

4
15
16

6

7

21

5
17

9

10

8
18
19
20
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Native Instruments MASCHINE STUDIO

User guide references

F
S

1
12

12

13

11

13

3
14
15

6

7

5
16

21
9

10

8

2

17
18

19
20

4

4

17

1

12

User guide references

F
S

Native Instruments MASCHINE mk III
12

13

13

11

2

4

4

3
14
15
16
21

6

7

5

9

10

8

17
18
19
20
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Common to all pages
Use any of the 12 buttons to change page
Chords progressions / Arpeggios construction / Performance
Press both buttons simultaneously to exit the application properly:
- It ensures the MIDI resources are freed on exit
- It saves the User data, User Chords & User Arpeggios (Full version only)
Please avoid quitting the application using the cross exit button of the console window

Button 5 controls the sustain pedal for arpeggio notes
Button 8 controls the sustain pedal for chords notes
The pedals are automatically released and pressed again after a short time when the chord is changed
(it can be adjusted in setting file)

Button 7 splits the chords notes onto 4 separate MIDI channels
Button 10 adds an extra bass and leading tone (soprano) notes on separate MIDI channels
(see MIDI outputs pages for more information)
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MIDI
Channel

Source

1

Chord bass (tenor, alto, soprano)

2

Chord tenor

3

Chord alto

4

Chord soprano

5

Chord extra bass

6

Chord extra soprano

7

Scale notes

8

Drum notes

9

Arpeggio channel 1

10

Arpeggio channel 2

11

Arpeggio channel 3

12

Arpeggio channel 4

13

Arpeggio channel 5

14

Arpeggio channel 6

15

Arpeggio channel 7

16

Arpeggio channel 8

MIDI outputs

toOUT

DAW

Hardware MIDI device
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KordsKontrol
Main functionalities
Chords progressions
KordsKontrol maps all the available 4 notes chords of all possible scales onto the 16 controller pads
The usual ‘triads’ chords are accessible for each scale degree with corresponding degree pad
All the chords diatonic types (suspended, 7th chords, …) are accessible with combination of function pads
thanks a comprehensive innovative mapping
The pads are automatically lighted depending on the chords types available for a given degree, and viceversa : no need to know music theory, your chords will always be perfectly in the scale!
But if you want to add more spice to your chords progressions, 2 scales are programmed with most
common non-diatonic chords (V/V, Italian 6th, …)
All the chords variants (inversions, notes octaves) are available thanks to a vertical voicing construction
respecting the 4 parts chorale style rules
Depending on the previous chord played, each chord variant is selected automatically to respect the
maximum quantity of 4 parts choral style horizontal voicing rules (no voices overlap, leading voice “jumps”
limiting, no parallel 5th and octaves, including hidden by similar motion). Get an immediate “classical” 4
parts arrangement by simply playing I, IV and V degrees
Chords Progression can be recorded into a database, stored as an external file
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Chords progression page
Summary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
18.
21.

Digital display
Select scale root note
Select scale bank
Select chord variant (notes octaves)
Sustain pedal for arpeggio notes
Play the last recorded chord
Split chord notes into separate midi channels
Sustain pedal for chords notes
Record chord (learn mode)
Add extra bass and leading tone to chord
Change temporary scale root
Go to previous / next page
(Not used)
15. 16. 17. Select scale type
19. 20. Select chord inversion (change bass)
Select / play chord (degree and function pads)
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Chords progression page
Scale selection
Maintain button 3 and use encoder 2 to select scale bank:
Usual, User, Miscellaneous, Chromatic
Press 14, 15, 16 or 17 to navigate scale type in the bank

Maintain 14, 15, 16 or 17 and turn encoder 2 to select scale

Scale bank
Diatonic

Types

Usual

User

Miscellaneous

Non Diatonic

14

Natural major

14

User 1

14

5 notes scales

14

Natural major

15

Harmonic major

15

User 2

15

6 notes scales

15

Natural minor

16

Melodic minor

16

User 3

16

7 notes scales

16

17

Harmonic minor

17

User 4

17

8 notes scales

17

Scales available in Natural major type: Dorian, Eolian, ….
Scales available in 7 notes scales type: a lot ! (chinese, byzantine…..)
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Chords inversions
18

18: 3rd inversion

19

19: 2nd inversion

20

20: 1st inversion

Press 2 buttons
to reinitialize the
Horizontal voicing
algorithm

In case of Horizontal voicing issue,
KordsKontrol will select autmatically
the most suitable inversion
If no solution is available, 18 & 20 will be lighted
To notify an Horizontal voicing rules violation

sus4

alt1

alt2

Chords progression page
Diatonic scales

alt3

sus2

add6

add7

add9

V

VI

VII

I/VIII

alt pads allow
selection of different
diatonic chords types
for a given function
(ex: minor/major 3rd )

Function pads:
Chords types

Degree pads:
Scale degrees

I

II

III

IV
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Chords inversions
18

18: 3rd inversion

19

19: 2nd inversion

20

20: 1st inversion

Press 2 buttons
to reinitialize the
Horizontal voicing
algorithm

In case of Horizontal voicing issue,
KordsKontrol will select autmatically
the most suitable inversion
If no solution is available, 18 & 20 will be lighted
To notify an Horizontal voicing rules violation

Chords progression page
Non diatonic scales

add7

altered

V

V/… dim/b…

VI

VII

6+

Function pads:
Chords types

I/VIII
Degree pads:
Scale degrees

I

II

III

IV
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Chords progression page
Non diatonic scales

Altered chords

add7

+

+

+
Function pads

altered

-

-

-

3rd / 9th

5th

7th

You can alter (increase or diminish by a semitone) the chords 3rd, 5th, 7th or 9th
You can add a regular 7th also if you like
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Chords progression page
Non diatonic scales

Altered chords: available chords

Natural major

I

ii

iii

IV

V

vi

viii°

#3#9

M 5 (4)

M5

su4 5

M 5 #9

M 5 (7)

M b5

7#3/#9

M 5 7 (4)

M 5 7 (8)

su4 5 M7

M 7 #9 (3)

M57

M b5 7

b3b9

su2

M 5 b9

su2 b5

7b3/b9

su2 5 7

M 7 b9

su2 b5 7

#5

M #5

M #5

M #5 (1)

m5

7#5

M #5 M7

M #5 M7

M #5 7 (2)

m57

b5

M b5

m b5

M b5

m b5 (6)

7b5

M b5 M7

m b5 7

M b5 7

m b5 7 (6)

m 5 M7 (5)

m 5 M7

M 5 M7

m 5 M7

m 5 6 (5)

m56

#7

M 5 7 (9)

b7

M57

#5b7

M #5 7

M #5 7

b5b7

M b5 7

M b5 7

m56
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Altered chords: available chords

Chords progression page
Non diatonic scales

Natural major

(1) The Beatles – Oh Darling
(2) Jazz Classic - All the things you are
(3) Jimi Hendric chord
(4) V/V: Pink Floyd - Brain Damage
(5) Bernard Hermann’s score to Vertigo
(6) Equivalent to IV7 or IV79 without its root
(7) Star wars – The Rebel fanfare
(8) Bruno Mars – The Lazy Song
(9) She’s my sweet litle thing
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Chords progression page
Non diatonic scales

Altered chords: available chords

Natural minor

i

ii

III

iv

v

VI

VII

#3#9
7#3/#9
b3b9
7b3/b9
#5

M #5 (3)

M #5 (1)

7#5

M #5 M7 (3)

M #5 M7 (1)

b5

m b5

m b5

7b5

m b5 7

m b5 7

#7

b7
M #5 7 (4)

#5b7
b5b7

m b5 6 (5)

M #5 7 (2)
m b5 6 (5)

m b5 6 (5)
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Altered chords: available chords

Chords progression page
Non diatonic scales

Natural minor

(1) Equivalent to lowering the VI root from the parallel relative major; use (2) for a less
dissonant sound
(3) Equivalent to lowering the III root from the paralle relative major, use (4) for a less
dissonant sound
(5) 7th lowered: diminished 7th – Tcahikovsky’s Nutcracker Suite
The dimished 7th on i, iv and v lead to I, IV and V (major). It is called « Common Tone »
diminshed 7th.
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Chords progression page
Non diatonic scales

Dominantization

V7/…
Function pads

V/…

You can play a Major (V) or Major Dominant 7th (V7) chord based on the root of any degree of the scale, to
lead to it. This techinc is called ‘Dominatization’ or ‘Secondary dominant’
If you need to use more secondary chords, you can use the button 11 to change temporay the root of the
scale to any degree.
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Chords progression page
Non diatonic scales

Diminished chords and N6

vii°7/…

Øvii/…

N6
Function pads

vii°/…

You can play a diminished chord (vii°/…), a diminished 7th chord (vii°7/…) or a semi-diminished
(m7b5 or Ø vii/…) chord with a root 1 semi tone lower that you scale degree you select.
These chords are other kinds of secondary chords, and lead to the degree you select.
The first inversion of the napoleitan chord usually lead to V. But it can be built on any degree.
It is accessible with the N6 function.
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Chords progression page
Non diatonic scales

Augmented 6th chords – Dominant substitution

Gr+6

Fr+6

It+6

bIIM7/…
Function pads

6+

A V7 chord cab be replaced by a bV7/V = bII7 chord. This technic is called « tritone » substitution (subV7).
This chord correspond to the first inversion of the German 6th (Gr+6), which is a Major dominant chord.
Without the 5th, it gives an Italien 6th (It+6), and with a root lowered, a French 6th (Fr+6)

The 7th can be omitted, which gives a napoleitan chord (N) – accessible with the 6+ pad alone, or the 7th can
be augmented (bIIM7/…).
All these chords usually lead to degree I. But it can be built on any degree.
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Chords progression page
Encoder 2 select the scale root (circle of fifth)
Buttons 4 allows chords variants browsing
(all chords played will respect vertical voicing rules)
The button 11 allows to temporary select any degree of the scale of as a new root
The button 6 is used to played the last recorded chord

The button 9 activates learn mode, where the last played chord
can be recorded onto 1 of the 16 slots available for the active
chord bank
Each pad correspond then to a slot
While keeping the button 9 pressed, the buttons 4 allow chord
bank selection

chords
rec.
slots
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KordsKontrol
Main functionalities
Arpeggios construction
An arpeggio doesn’t contain any note information: it only describes which note of the chord (bass, tenor, alto,
soprano) will be played for a given step, and at which octave. You can play any arpeggio on any chord, the
arpeggio notes will always be the right ones!
For each chord, arpeggios notes are sorted in such a manner that when you move from one chord to the next
one in the progression, the notes “jumps” are minimized, to get a nice and clean notes sequence

Each step of an arpeggio can comprise several notes (for example, the first step of an arpeggio can be a
chord)
Each step of an arpeggio can send up to 2 MIDI CC information, to control a synth filter cutoff, resonance, …
Each step of an arpeggio can send fixed notes on a specific channel (drum channel), that will not depend on
the chord. This is useful to control drum instruments. These “drum” notes are recorded with a fixed velocity
during the arpeggio construction
Last but not least, each arpeggio can control up to 8 MIDI channels simultaneously! Build a bass line, pad
chords and a lead synth arpeggio on a single arpeggio!
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Arpeggio construction page
Summary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
18.
21.

Digital display
Select arpeggio step
(Not used)
Select Arpeggio
Sustain pedal for arpeggio notes
Arpeggio bank selector
Split chord notes into separate midi channels
Sustain pedal for chords notes
Select recorded chord to build Arpeggio
Add extra bass and leading tone to chord
Select arpeggio note MIDI channel
Go to previous / next page
Set Midi CC
15. 16. 17. Set note, CC1, CC2, Drum mode
19. 20. Select grid octave
Set note, CC1, CC2, Drum note
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Arpeggio construction page

14
15
16

17

Button 14 allows Arpeggio note recording
Buttons 15 and 16 allows MIDI CC1 and CC2 recording
Button 17 allows Drum notes recording
Press any 2 buttons simultaneously to erase current step, 3 the whole arpeggio

Recording notes
o+3

# # # #
1 2 3 4

o+2

Octaves

o+1
o

Chords notes

Recording midi CC

Recording drum notes

127

root+16

Either pads or knobs 13
can be used to set CC value
(0->127)
0

root
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Arpeggio construction page

Encoder 2 is used to select current Arpeggio step
Buttons 4 are used to select the Arpeggio

Press button 6 and use buttons 4 to select the first Arpeggio in the next Arpeggio bank
(an Arpeggio bank is a group of 8 Arpeggios)

Press button 9 to display and play chords recorded in the current chords bank
Keep button 9 pressed, and use encoder 2 to select anoter chord bank

Press button 11, and use encoder 2 to select the target MIDI channel on which the Arpeggio notes and MIDI CC
will be played (8 different MIDI channels are available)
18

For Arpeggio and Drum notes, use button 18 to go 1 octave higher, button 20 to go
1 octave lower. The button 19 is used to initialize the octave

19
20

38

Performance page
Summary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
18.
21.
22.

Digital display
Select performance mode
Non diatonic scale indicator
Select previous / next chord
Sustain pedal for arpeggio notes
Arpeggio bank selector
Split chord notes into separate midi channels
Sustain pedal for chords notes
Navigate chords banks
Add extra bass and leading tone to chord
Auto Scale selector
Go to previous / next page
Set Midi CC
15. 16. 17. Scale Indicator
19. 20. Select arpeggio / scale notes octave
Play chord / arpeggio / scale note
Scale note pitch bend and modwheel
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KordsKontrol

Main functionalities
Performance
The performance page allows you to enjoy the combination of recorded chords progressions, arpeggios
notes, or notes in the scale
The Pads rows have 6 different Functions, accessible with 12 Performance layouts
In performance page, you can control 16 MIDI channels simultaneously
Pads velocity is reflected when notes are played

For a given chord bank, the chords can be selected by the pads, using browsing buttons, by an external
footswitch, or even automatically, at the end of the Arpeggios.
Several Arpeggios can be played in the same time
Arpeggios notes can be played manually also, either with Pads or XY Pad
For a greater performance, the Pads can also be used to play notes in the scale on a specific MIDI channel,
or on the same channel as Arpeggio notes.
The scale is automatically selected to match to the chord used for reference. The XY Pad then controls the
pitch bend and the mod wheel

Notes Off events are filtered to avoid shutting “off” notes with a Pad if still maintained “on” with another one
40

14
15

Performance page
Button 3,14,15, 16 and 17 have no functions here, but will be lighted according to the scale used
to build the chord currently selected

16
17

Encoder 2 is used to navigate between the different Performance layouts

Buttons 4 are multifunction buttons. They can be used to select next chord in the bank*, or next Arpeggio,
depending on the Performance layout chosen.
It can be used also with buttons 9 and 6. With Multi Arpeggios function, press both buttons simultaneously to
active “Auto chord” mode, where the next chord is automatically selected at the end of the Arpeggio.
Button 9 gives access to the Chords banks
Keep 9 pressed on use encoder 2 to navigate between banks
Keep 9 pressed and use 4 multifunction buttons to select which half of the current bank (chords 1 to 8 or
chords 9 to 16) you want to use (useful for Play chords functions with half of the recorded pads available)
Button 6 gives access to Arpeggios banks: keep it pressed on use 4 multi function buttons to increase 8 by
8 the number of the first arpeggio available (useful for layout with Multi Arpeggios function)
Button 11 has 2 different functions:
In layouts with Play scale or Scale notes functions, it enable / disable the “Auto scale” mode, that offset the scale
mapping so that the first pad correspond to the root note of the chord being played
In layouts with Manual Arpeggios and Scale notes functions, press 11 and turn encoder 2 to select the output
MIDI Channel (Arpeggio channel 1 to 8)
41
*On some controllers, next chord can be selected using an external foot switch (FS) also

Performance page
Use knobs 13 to manually send MIDI CC1 and CC2 on the Arpeggio channel currently selected

Button 18 : Octave + (Scale or Manual Arpeggio)
Button 20 : Octave –

18
19

The behavior of button 19 depends on the functions available in the current Performance layout
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In layouts involving Scale notes and Manual Arpeggio function, it is used to switch the behavior of
18/19 buttons between Scale and Manual Arpeggio octave

In layouts involving Scale notes and Manual or Multi Arpeggio function, it changes also the behavior of
the button 11 between “Auto scale” mode and Manual Arpeggio / Scale notes MIDI channel selection
Otherwhile, it is used to set the Scale or Manual Arpeggios octaves back to the default value

With Play scale function, the XY Pad send Modwheel and Pitchbend information
on the Scale MIDI channel
22

With Manual Arpeggio function, it can be used to play notes in a Strumming mode
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Performance page
In performance mode, the pads are split in two horizontal halfs, that can have several functions

5/13

6/14

7/15

8/16

1/9

2/10

3/11

4/12

5/13

6/14

7/15

8/16

1/9

2/10

3/11

4/12

O+1

B

N1

N2

N3

O

B

N1

N2

N3

Play chords: play the chords recorded in the current Chord
Bank. Use 9 and 4 to navigate between 1-8 and 9-16 chords.

Related Arpeggios: play the currently selected Arpeggio based
on the notes of the chord corresponding to the pad

Manual Arpeggios: each pad on 1 row correspond of a note
of the chord currently selected, The pad on the left corresponds
to the Bass (B), will the 3 others pads correspond the 3 others
Notes of the chords, N1, N2, N3, sorted in such a manner that
the notes jumps will be limited between 2 consecutive chords
The second row is identical, but 1 octave higher
You can use the XY Pad also to play notes
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Performance page
The pads can be split in two horizontal halfs, that can have several functions

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

V

VI

VII

I

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

I

I

II

III

IV

Multi Arpeggios: for currently selected chord, play up to 8
Different Arpeggios, in a row or simultaneously
Use 6 and 4 buttons to display Arpeggios 9-16, 17-24, …
Press both 4 buttons to activate “Auto chord” mode

Scale notes: play the notes available in the scale, on the same
channel than Manual Arpeggio – Useful to add notes from the
scale but not in the chord to Arpeggios
The scale notes are automatically adapted to the current chord,
including non-diatonic chords!
Compatible with scales of all lengths <=8
Play scale: play the notes available in the scale, on the Scale
MIDI Channel - Use the XY Pad to control the Pitchbend
and the Modwheel
The scale notes are automatically adapted to the current chord,
including non-diatonic chords!
Compatible with scales of all lengths <=8
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Performance layouts

Performance page

Using the encoder 2, you can select different layouts to have different functions available on the Pads rows
C
Play chords

mA
Manual Arpeggios

MA
Multi Arpeggios

S
Play Scale

C
Play chords

mA
Manual Arpeggios

MA
Multi Arpeggios

S
Play Scale

rA
Related Arpeggios

rA
Related Arpeggios

mA
Manual Arpeggios

MA
Multi Arpeggios

rA
Related Arpeggios

C
Play chords

C
Play chords

C
Play chords

S
Play Scale

S
Scale notes

S
Scale notes

MA
Multi Arpeggios

C
Play chords

mA
Manual Arpeggios

MA
Multi Arpeggios

mA
Manual Arpeggios
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settings.ini

The setup file is generated in the root folder of KordsKontrol
when the program is launched the first time

Setup file

//:Setting File
//:-----------Controller=padKONTROL: MIDI controller to use with KordsKontrol (padKONTROL or MASCHINE)
//:
//:UserData filenames
userDataFile is used for total recall function
userDataChordsFile is used to store recorded chords
userDataFile=KordKontrolSave.kku
userDataArpFile is used to store arpeggios
User Data files name
userDataChordsFile=KordKontrolSave.kkc
userDataArpFile=KordKontrolSave.kka
‘toOUT’ ‘can be either affected to a virtual MIDI port to communicate with
//:
your DAW, or to any MIDI out port available on the computer, to communicate
//:Midi ports Name
with an external device for example
toCT=MIDIOUT2 (padKONTROL)
.
Name of the MIDI ports
fromCT=MIDIIN2 (padKONTROL)
The ‘toCT’ and ‘fromCT’ ports names are configured by default after the initial
used by KordsKontrol
setup, but may be changed if necessary
toOUT=loopMIDI Port
//:
//:Mapping of MIDI ports - From 0 to 15
midiChannelChord1=0
midiChannelChord2=1
midiChannelChord3=2
midiChannelChord4=3
midiChannelExtraBass=4
midiChannelExtraLeadingTone=5
midiChannelScale=6
The 16 MIDI channels used to communicate from kordsKontrol
midiChannelDrums=7
Mapping
of
MIDI
to DAW can be adjusted here
midiChannelArp1=8
channels
toDAW
midiChannelArp2=9
midiChannelArp3=10
midiChannelArp4=11
midiChannelArp5=12
midiChannelArp6=13
midiChannelArp7=14
midiChannelArp8=15
//:
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Setup file

//:Values of Control change 1 and 2 (knobs 1 and 2)
Each arpeggio notes can send 2 CC messages on its channel
You can set here which CC is sent.
CC1=21
Control changes
Tips: use the MIDI learn function of your synth to affect a MIDI CC
CC2=22
//:
Choose the root note used for notes and drum notes
//:Value of root Notes - C4 and C2 by default (60/36)
Root notes
Tips: select the dum root note according to your sampler taste
root=60
rootDrum=36
//:
//:Values of chordExtraBassRelativeOctave and chordExtraLeadingToneRelativeOctave - 0 by
You can choose to transpose the
default
extra Leading tone and extra bass
chordExtraBassRelativeOctave=0
chordExtraLeadingToneRelativeOctave=0
//:
//:Max Quantites stored in User Variables
maxPolyArp=8: Maximum of notes stored in 1 Arpeggio step for 1 channel (Max is 16)
arpChannelQty=8: Maximum of channels than can be managed by 1 Arpeggio (Max is 8)
Adjust the userDataChordsFile and
maxDrumPolyArp=8: Maximum of Drum notes stored in 1 Arpeggio step (Max is 16)
user DataArpFile size by changing the
quantity of notes / steps / slots available
maxArpLenght=64: Maximum of steps per Arpeggio (Max is 512)
maxArpQty=64: Maximum of Arpeggios stored in 1 file (Max is 999)
maxChordsQty=64: Maximum of Chords stored in 1 file (Max is 999)
//:
//:User scales - Relative pitch values from 0 in semitones - Finish by 0 for length <8
Define here the user Scales
scaleUser1=0:2:4:5:7:8:11:12:0
0 is the root, 3 defines a minor third, 7 a fifth, …
If the user scales don’t match with the ones
scaleUser2=0:2:3:5:7:8:11:12:0
used to record chords in the chords file used
scaleUser3=0:2:4:5:7:8:10:12:0
(userDataChordsFile), KordsKontrol will
scaleUser4=0:2:3:5:7:9:11:12:0
ignore the scales defined in setting file
//:
//:Voices limits - Midi Notes from 24 to 100
bassHigh=72
bassLow=36
tenorHigh=79
tenorLow=40
Defines here the limits of your chords notes (vertical voicing)
altoHigh=86
The default values are in line with classical choral voicing rules
altoLow=47
sopranoHigh=90
sopranoLow=52
//:
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//:Damper Management
damperResetSleepTime=40:Duration in milliseconds between damper pedal off and on during
a chord change - During this time, Arpeggio notes played are maintained on and stored in a
buffer
notesOffDelayAfterDamperBackOn=20:Duration in milliseconds between the moment the
damper is back on and the notes in the buffer are offed
maxDamper2BufferNotes=2048:Quantity of Arpeggio notes that can be stored in the buffer

Setup file

Sustain Pedal management

Some VST or external instruments doesn’t take into account the sustain pedal movement if the duration of the release is too fast.
For this reason, KordsKontrol waits a few milliseconds between pedal release and pedal pressing between 2 chords
During this short period, it keeps the notes played, if any, in a buffer, and waits that the pedal is pressed to play the related notes off
//:
//:Pedal Behavior
pedalBehavior=1: Select the behavior of the pedal to switch to next chord: 0, action when pressed, 0: action when released
//:
//:Debugging
DoubleSysexF0=1: 1 to double the F0 MIDI message sysex byte sent to padKONTROL, 0 to disable - Required on Windows with Native MIDI
SendTimeStamps=1: 1 to enable, 0 to disable - It is required to disable on Mac with CoreMIDI4J
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Usual scales
Major
MAJ: Natural Major / Ionien: 0,2,4,5,7,9,11,12
DOR: Dorien: 0,2,3,5,7,9,10,12
PHG: Phrygien: 0,1,3,5,7,8,10,12
LYD: Lydien: 0,2,4,6,7,9,11,12
MLD: Mixolydien: 0,2,4,5,7,9,10,12
MIN: Natural Minor / Eolien: 0,2,3,5,7,8,10,12
LCI: Locrien: 0,1,3,5,6,8,10,12

Harmonic Major
ETH: Harmonic major: 0,2,4,5,7,8,11,12
DO5: Dorien b5: 0,2,3,5,6,9,10,12
ISH: Phrygien b4: 0,1,3,4,7,8,10,12
MLY: Minor Lydien: 0,2,3,6,7,9,11,12
ML2: Mixolydien b2: 0,1,4,5,7,9,10,12
ALY: Augmented #2 Lydien: 0,3,4,6,8,9,11,12
DLO: Diminished Locrien: 0,1,3,5,6,8,9,12

Melodic minor
MMI: Melodic minor: 0,2,3,5,7,9,11,12
JAS: Dorien b2: 0,1,3,5,7,9,10,12
ALY: Augmented Lydien: 0,2,4,6,8,9,11,12
LDD: Bartok: 0,2,4,6,7,9,10,12
HIN: Mixolydien b6: 0,2,4,5,7,8,10,12
LC2: Locrien becarre 2: 0,2,3,5,6,8,10,12
SLC: Superlocrien: 0,1,3,4,6,8,10,12

Harmonic minor
HMI: Harmonic minor: 0,2,3,5,7,8,11,12
LC6: Locrien becarre6: 0,1,3,5,6,9,10,12
HMA: Augmented Major: 0,2,4,5,8,9,11,12
ROM: Dorien #4: 0,2,3,6,7,9,10,12
JEM: Major Phrygien: 0,1,4,5,7,8,10,12
LY2: Lydien #2: 0,3,4,6,7,9,11,12
ULC: Diminished superlocrien: 0,1,3,4,6,8,9,12
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Miscellaneous scales

KordsKontrol also comes with 345 Miscellaneous 5,6,7 or 8 notes scales
Anchi Hoy, Varini 3, Varini 4, Varini 5, Varini, Valaji, Altered Pentatonic, Kiravani, Kuntvarali, Varamu, Bacovia, HirajÅ•
shi Mode 5, Chaio, Chin, Chinese Pentatonic, Celtic
Pentatonic, Devaranji, Dhavalashri, Dominant Pentatonic, Khamaji Durga, Neutral Pentatonic, HirajÅ•
shi Mode 1, HirajÅ•
shi Mode 3, Hindol, Harmonic Pentatonic, Iwato,
Zilaf Mode 2, Zilaf Mode 3, Zilaf Mode 4, Zilaf Mode 5, Zilaf, Miyako,Bushi, Locrian Pentatonic 2, Madhuranjani, Marga Hindola, Mamata, Mand, Mohanangi, Mayan Long
Count, Mixolydian Pentatonic, Kumoi, Multani, Japanese, Northern, Kokin,joshi, Kokil Pancham, Patet Lima, Raga Chhaya Todi, Raga Rukmangi, Pelog, Minor
Pentatonic, Major Pentatonic, Priya, Purukutika, Raga Priyadharshini, Raga Abhogi, Raga Audav Tukhari, Raga Budhamanohari, Raga Deshgaur, Raga Megharanjani,
Raga Gauri, Raga Bhupeshwari, Raga Manaranjani I, Raga Nabhomani, Raga Matha Kokila, Raga Kumarapriya, Raga Megharanji, Raga Kshanika, Raga Purnalalita,
Raga Neroshta, Raga Putrika, Raga Rasranjani, Raga Reva, Raga Rasika Ranjani, Raga Saugandhini, Raga Shri Kalyan, Raga Shubravarni, Ryukyu, Thai Mode 5,
Tezeta Minor Mode 2, Tezeta Minor Mode 4, Tezeta Minor, Raga Kumurdaki, Kung, Whole Tone, Takka, Raga Vutari, Augmented, Blues 6,Tone, Blues Major Ascending,
Raga Siva Kambhoji, Double,Phrygian Hexatonic, Equal Temperaments 3/4 Mixed, Eskimo Hexatonic 2, Hawaiian, HirajÅ•
shi Mode 1 Leading Tone, Honchoshi Plagal
Form, Indupriya, Istrian, Ritsu, Raga Latika, Raga Lalita, Takemitsu Tree Line Mode 1, Takemitsu Tree Line Mode 2, Raga Manavi, Malavasri, Raga Malarani, Raga
Malayamarutam, Raga Madhukauns, Messiaen Mode 5, Minor Hexatonic, Mixolydian Hexatonic, Messiaen Mode 5 Inverse, Raga Mandari, Raga Mruganandana,
Messiaen Truncated Mode 2, Messiaen Truncated Mode 3 Inverse, Raga Yamuna Kalyani, Raga Nagagandhari, Raga Navamanohari, Raga Nalinakanti, Raga Neelangi,
Raga Nishadi, Raga Padi, Raga Paraju, Pyramid Hexatonic, Raga Phenadyuti, Prometheus, Prometheus Neapolitan, Raga Purna Pancama, Raga Rageshri 2, Raga
Jivantika, Raga Rasavali, Raga Jivantini, Raga Amarasenapriya, Raga Ghantana, Raga Kalakanthi, Raga Ranjani, Raga Vijayavasanta, Raga Jyoti, Raga Vijayanagari,
Raga Khamas, Raga Rasamanjari, Raga Vijayasri, Raga Bhavani 2, Raga Bagesri, Raga Vasantabhairavi, Raga Bauli, Raga Bhanumanjari, Raga Bhinna Pancama,
Raga Brindabani Sarang, Raga Caturangini, Raga Chandrajyoti, Raga Dhavalangam, Raga Gandharavam, Raga Gaula, Raga Gaula 2, Raga Jaganmohanam, Raga
Kalavati, Raga Kalagada, Raga Gangatarangini, Raga Kashyapi, Raga Hejjajji, Raga Hamsa Vinodini, Raga Hari Nata, Raga Kamalamanohari, Raga Hamsanandi, Raga
Gurjari Todi, Raga Viyogavarali, Raga Dipak, Raga Rudra Pancama, Raga Vasanta, Raga Saravati, Raga Syamalam, Sarasvati, Scottish Hexatonic, Raga Suddha
Simantini, Raga Suddha Bangala, Raga Suddha Mukhari, Raga Simharava, Raga Sindhura Kafi, Raga Salagavarali, Super,Locrian Hexamirror, Raga Sarasanana, Six
Tone Symmetric, Raga Tilang, Raga Trimurti, Raga Kumud, Ratnangi, Ragavardini, Aeolian Flat 1, Yagapriya, Maqam Nawa Athar, Jalarnavam, Vishwambari, Anasazi,
Kanakangi, Kantamani, Tanaroopi, Ramapriya, Arabian, Arabic Diatonic, Banshikicho, Blues Heptatonic II, Raga Bhankar, Blues Heptatonic, Bhavapriya, Blues 7,Tone,
Vagadheeshwari, Byzantine, Chalanata, Chromatic Hypophrygian Inverse, Chromatic Hypodorian, Chitrambari, Chromatic Lydian, Chromatic Mixolydian, Chromatic
Phrygian, Chromatic Mixolydian Inverse, Chromatic Phrygian Inverse, Chromatic Hypodorian Inverse, Diminished Whole Tone, Dhavalambari, Divyamani, Dastgah,e
Nava, Dhatuvardani, Enigmatic Descending, Verdi's Enigmatic Descending, Enigmatic, Gangeyabhooshani, Gavambhodi, Ganamoorti, Gayakapriya, Harmonic Seventh,
Hatakambari, Hijaz Major, Shanmukhapriya, Hindu, Hungarian Major Inverse, Hungarian Major, Harmonic Pentatonic, Harmonic Pentatonic, Ionian Augmented #2,
Leading Whole,tone Inverse, Leading Whole Tone, Latangi, Locrian Bb3 Bb7, Lydian Augmented, Synthetic Mixture #5, Lydian Diminished, Lydian Minor, Locrian 2,
Locrian, Maqam Karcigar, Manavati, Maqam Bayati, Maqam Bayati Shuri, Modified Blues, Minor Gypsy Inverse, Undifined, Mixolydian, Melodic Minor Ascending, Marva,
Maqam Tarznauyn, Mararanjani, Raga Madhuri, Naghmeh Bayat,e Tork, Navaneetam, Naganandini, Naghmeh Abuata, Namanarayani, Neetimati, Neapolitan Major,
Neapolitan Minor, Nohkan Flute, Jyotiswaroopini, Oriental A, Oriental B, Kosalam, Pavani, Vanaspati, Persian, Purvi Theta, Phrygian, Raga Rageshri, Roumanian Minor,
Roopavati, Sabach, Salagam, Sooryakantam, Suvarnangi, Sucharitra, Senavati, Shadvidamargini, Shamalangi, Shoolini, Raga Sorati, Rasikapriya, Maqam Athar Kurd,
Varunapriya, Ultraphrygian, Raghupriya, Eight Tone Spanish, Adonai Malakh, Algerian, Anasazi,7, Bebop Major, Raga Bhatiyar, Blues V, Blues 8,Tone, Bebop Minor,
Raga Cintamani, Van der Horst Octatonic, Octatonic 2, Verdi's Scala Enigmatica, Spanish Phrygian, Genus Diatonicum, Half diminished Bebop, Hamel,
Harmonic/Neapolitan Minor Mixed, Kiva, Ichikosucho, Messiaen Mode 4 Inverse, Messiaen Mode 6 Inverse, Magen Abot 1, Magen Abot 2, Maqam Hijaz, Raga Mian Ki
Malhar, Messiaen Mode 4, Messiaen Mode 6, Maqam Nahawand, Maqam Shadd'araban, Raga Mukhari, Neapolitan Mixed, Neveseri, JG Octatonic, Phrygian/Aeolian
Mixed, Phrygian/Locrian Mixed, Prokofiev, Raga Ramkali, Zirafkend, Raga Saurashtra, Shostakovich, Octatonic, Tcherepnin Octatonic Mode 1, Tcherepnin Octatonic
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Compatibility
Compatible controllers
KordsKontrol requires an hardware MIDI controller. It cannot be used if you don’t have any.
Currently, KordsKontrol is only compatible with Korg padKONTROL MIDI studio controller, Native Instruments MASCHINE mk I, mk II, mk III, MIKRO
mk I, mk II, STUDIO. Kords Kontrol is not compatible with Native Instruments MASCHINE JAM controller.
KordsKontrol has been tested with Korg padKONTROL and Native Instruments MASCHINE mk I only for the moment.

System compatibility
The software is compatible with Windows OS and Mac OS.
Since all the Chords are pregenerated in a database, the software requires at least 500MB of RAM to run properly.

Third parties softwares
On Windows, you may need a third-party Virtual MIDI “loopback” cable installed on your computer, depending on your routing setup.
On Mac OS, creating a Virtual Midi bus is a native function of the OS (IAC Driver; See p52), so you don’t need any Third-party software.
KordsKontrol is compatible with any standalone / plugin instruments (VST, RTAS, AU, …) in virtually every DAW, as soon as the application MIDI
output can be directed to its MIDI input.
It can work also with any external hardware instrument with MIDI capability, directing KordsKontrol output to its MIDI input.

Java
KordsKontrol requires the latest version of Java installed on your computer (minimum JavaSE 1.7, jre 1.8.0_31)
https://www.java.com/fr/download/
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Virtual MIDI on MAC OS
On MAC OS, you don’t need any third-party Virtual MIDI “loopback” cable, because the Virtual Midi functionality is integrated in the OS

In applications, find Utilities, then Audio MIDI Setup
In the Window tab, select « Show MIDI Studio »

Open the IAC Driver, and create a
« Virtual MIDI » port with
1 MIDI In and 1 MIDI Out
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Third-party Virtual MIDI on Windows
On Windows, you may need a Third-party Virtual MIDI "loopback" cable installed on your computer.
It has been tested with the virtual MIDI cables "loopMIDI" from Tobias Erischsen and "LoopBe1" from Nerds.
Visit here:
https://www.tobias-erichsen.de/software/loopmidi.html
http://www.nerds.de/en/loopbe1.html

KordsKontrol
Important note on MIDI Sysex issues on MAC OS with
Korg padKONTROL controller
The KordsKontrol interface with the Korg padKONTROL controller controller, placed in Native mode, uses MIDI sysex messages.
The implementation of MIDI sysex messages with JAVA on MAC OS has some known issues, so, for this controller especially, a workaround
solution is used.
It consists in using an external MIDI library called coreMIDI4J. This library replaces the faulty Midi device implementation with a proper
implementation that supports the Sysex messages required by the Korg controller.
The corrected implementation of the devices can be identified in the Midi ports selection setup Windows that launches on first application start by
there modified names, that starts with “CoreMidi4J – “
It is mandatory to select the CoreMIDI4J implementation on MAC OS to have Sysex messages sent IN and OUT, and get Korg controller
Work with KordsKontrol!

MIDIOUT2 (padKONTROL),
padKONTROL (1) CTRL

toCT

Use « CoreMidi4J – »
version on MAC OS!

Korg padKONTROL

fromCT

MIDIIN2 (padKONTROL),
padKONTROL (1) PORT A

Use « CoreMidi4J – »
version on MAC OS!
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Troubleshoot
I have issues to configure KordsKontrol to work with my controller!
The first time you launch the program, you are invited to select 3 MIDI ports that will be used by KordsKontrol to communciate, on one hand, with
your controller, and on the other hand, with your destination instrument. Please refer to “How does it work” for further explanations.
The first 2 ports are used to communicate with your controller. The MIDI messages coming from your controller (“fromCT”) are considered as an
Input; while the MIDI messages sent to your controller (“toCT”) are considered as an Output.
Usual ports used by the Korg padKONTROL are:
Input: “MIDIIN2 (padKONTROL)” or “padKONTROL (1) PORT A”; Output: “MIDIOUT2 (padKONTROL) ” or “padKONTROL (1) CTRL”
Usual ports used by Native Instruments MASCHINE MK I are “Maschine Controller In” or “Maschine Controller Virtual Input »
and “Maschine Controller Out” or “Maschine Controller Virtual Output »
Usual ports used by Native Instruments MASCHINE MK II are “Maschine MK2 In” and “Maschine MK2 Out”.
Etc…
The third port used by KordsKontrol corresponds to the MIDI ouput to the destination instrument (hardware or via a virtual MIDI cable) that you want
to use with KordsKontrol (“toOUT” port).
Once the intial setup is done, these 3 MIDI ports names are saved in the settings.ini text file generated by the application.
If you wish to manually modify the name of the MIDI ports in the settings file, please kindly make sure that the MIDI ports names are correct,
including uppercase if any. Please also ensure that you write the port name just after the “=” in the text file, and don’t add any space at the end of it.
If you want to select the MIDI ports again, please simply delete the settings.ini file
These ports shall not be used by any other application to avoid conflicts. It is therefore recommended to disable it in all the music software
(DAW, …) you use, or, at least to start KordsKontrol before any application that may request access to it.
Also, KordsKontrol has to be exited properly (pressing the buttons 12 simultaneously) to ensure the MIDI resources are freed on exit. Never quit the
application using the windows cross exit button of the console window, otherwhile you may have issues when you launch application again (ports
not freed, requiring a system reboot).
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Troubleshoot
For the Korg padKONTROL, please also make sure that the USB drivers are properly installed.
http://www.korg.com/us/support/download/product/0/161/
On Mac OS, please make sure that you are using the CoreMIDI4J version of the Midi ports, otherwhile it while not work (see p53)
For Native Instruments MASCHINE, please ensure that both the Controller Driver and the Controller Editor software are up to date.
https://www.native-instruments.com
The controller must be placed in MIDI Mode, with the KordsKontrol template corresponding to your device loaded.
Please visit Downloads page to get the right Controller Editor template.
For details concerning Controller Editor and the Controller MIDI mode, please refer to Native Instruments documentation.
https://support.native-instruments.com/hc/en-us/articles/210264145-How-to-Use-Your-Native-Instruments-Controller-in-MIDI-Mode
KordsKontrol has been tested only with Maschine MKI controller until now; if there is any issue with the templates, please don’t hesitate to let me
know!
If the issue persists, try to reset your controller (OFF-ON), or restart your computer.
Additionally, the latest version of JAVA must be installed on your computer (minimum JavaSE 1.7, jre 1.8.0_31)
https://www.java.com/fr/download/

And finally… please be patient :). The application generates a huge amount of data in the Chords database, which may take a few seconds.
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Troubleshoot
My destination instrument is not playing!
First of all, you need to ensure that the selected output port “toOUT” is not be locked or used exclusively by another application, so that KordsKontrol
can use it to send MIDI out.
If you are targeting Virtual Instruments in a DAW or Standalone, you must ensure that the “toOUT” port is properly configured as a MIDI input in your
application, and that it is enabled for receiving MIDI events.
Please also check if you need a Virtual MIDI port (see MIDI Setup, p7). You need either a third-party Virtual MIDI port (Windows) – p52, or a IAC
Driver Virtual MIDI port (Mac OS) – p53
If you are targeting an external Hardware Instrument, you must select for “toOUT” the input MIDI port of the instrument, or direct “toOUT ” to a MIDI
OUT connected to the instrument.
Last but not least, KordsKontrol is a 16 MIDI channels application. Some of the notes played are directed to MIDI channel 2, 3….. Please check that
your destination is configured to receive MIDI from another channel than 1, or change the MIDI channels used by KordsKontrol in the settings file.
I have some issues with the sustain pedal of my destination instrument!

Some instruments may encounter issues with the automatic Sustain Pedal management (when a Sustain Pedal Off message is followed by a
Sustain Pedal On message too quickly, the Pedal Off message is sometimes ignored) . The settings file allows to adjust timers parameters to
enhance compatibility on this point. For further explanation, please refer to p48.
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Troubleshoot
I have some audio jitters while using KordsKontrol!
KordsKontrol is able to generate a huge amount of MIDI data on its output MIDI bus. In some cases, a bus overload could lead to some audio jitters.
KordsKontrol is able to generate a huge quantity of notes simultaneously. In a virtual instruments multi channel configuration, KordsKontrol can
easily overload your system computing real time audio rendering capabilities, especially when each MIDI channel is affected to a dedicated plugin,
each of them consuming your system resources. In that case, adjusting the sample buffer size of you Audio device is recommended (the drawback
being an increased latency).
Please also keep in mind that KordsKontrol is managing automatically the sustain pedals for all the 16 channels (up to 6 channels for chords, 1
channel for Drums, 1 channel for Scale notes, 8 channels for Arpeggios). So, please avoid to direct all the channels to a single destination target:
this instrument will receive simultaneously a lot of sustain pedal messages coming from the different channels.
Please refer to p20 for more information on the MIDI channels configuration.
Last but not least, it will be a great pleasure to support you if you still meet issues to start the application. Don’t hesitate to ask!
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http://www.smallbutdigital.com/projects/themidibus/
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The content of this User Guide, provided with the KordsKontrol Software, is furnished for informational use only, is subject to
change without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by KORDSKONTROL.
Every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this document is accurate, but KORDSKONTROL assumes no
responsibility or liability for any errors or inaccuracies that may appear in this document.
Especially, the MIDI routings indicated in this User guide are proposed without any guarantee; KORDSKONTROL cannot be
liable to KordsKontrol Software Licensee or any Third party for any damage caused on any Hardware / Software equipment by
the information available on the User guide, including but not limited to, any MIDI software / hardware loopback setup directing
the input port of any Virtual MIDI cable or MIDI interface used by the Licensee in conjunction with KORDSKONTROL software
to its output port, that would lead to infinite loops of MIDI messages between I/O, causing possible System crash, MIDI buses
overload, Hardware devices excessive heat, damage, etc...
This user guide mentions some third party tools which are not related to KORDSKONTROL at all.
Though we have successfully tested the mentioned tools in-house, this and comparable tools can potentially damage your
computer and harm the manufacturer's warranty for your computer and connected hardware.
If you want to make sure that you do not act against the license agreements or other instructions given for the use of your
computer, please contact the manufacturer of your computer or the developer of the third party tools directly.
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Company names, product names, and names of formats, etc… mentioned in this User guide documentation are the trademarks
or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Including, but not limited to: Korg, padKONTROL, JAVA, Windows, Mac,
Native Instruments, Maschine, …
All trademarks are the property of their respective owners and use of them does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by
them.
The KordsKontrol software described in this document, and this document, are subject to a End User License Agreement.
Please refer to kordskontrol.com/legal for further information.
No part of this publication may be copied, reproduced or otherwise transmitted or recorded, for any purpose, without prior
written permission by KORDSKONTROL

KORDSKONTROL 2018. All rights reserved.
Warning: KordsKontrol software, its functionalities and documentation are protected
by the law relative to copyrights and by the international conventions.
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